Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine Of Siena,
Iraq. Erbil, Ankawa

11\04\2014

Dear All,
First of all, let me express my deep gratitude to each one of you along with our
prayers. Your contribution during this time of catastrophe is very much appreciated,
and it is, indeed, priceless. I would like to inform you that we have spent some of the
money you sent for paving a piece of land, at the yard of our convent in
Ankawa/Erbil, to set up the containers, and provide electricity and water supplies,
and furnishing the rooms of the containers. Additionally, because the number of the
sisters increased, we provided the convent with more accommodating equipments.
Work was not only done in Erbil, but in the city of Duhok as well -19 sisters went to
stay in our convent there. We are grateful to God who put you on our way.
We also bought three thousand blankets and three thousand mattresses for the
refugees who were renting houses without being provided food and bedding
supplies. The sisters helped distributing the items with a group of young people.
It is already winter, and Erbil's weather is rainy and cold. People will need more
blankets, comforters, and portable heaters. We are trying to find some supplies with
decent price to include as many people as we can.

May God bless your efforts, work, and strengthen you.

The expenses I referred to are:
Details
Paving the ground, and setting sanitary sewers and electricity
cables for the containers
Furnishing the containers and the rooms in two
convents (Ankawa, Duhok)
Purchasing three thousand blankets, and three thousand
mattresses
Total (IQD
equivalent to US dollar
$ 144,920,61

Money
44,513,000 (IQD)
39, 341,000 (IQD)
91,500,000 (IQD)
175,354,000 IQD

Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine Of Siena,
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Unfortunately, this is our reality. What hurts most is the fact that there is no positive
scenario or any promising sign for better future. Immigration is so extensive and
every-day we ask: "Until when and what is next?"

Sr. Maria Hanna, Op
Prioress of the Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine of Siena-Iraq.

